Programming by Voice: A Hands‐Free
Approach for Motorically Challenged Children
Mo va on
This poster introduces Myna, which assists those
with restricted limb mobility in learning program‐
ming skills through a voice‐driven interface. Spe‐
cifically, Myna supports programming by voice
with Scratch. Although the na ve Scratch environ‐
ment allows users to create a program by arrang‐
ing graphical blocks logically, Scratch is dependent
on the Windows/Icons/Mouse/Pointer interface
that requires dexterity in using a mouse/keyboard
(limi ng those with physical disabili es). Myna
processes voice commands from the user, inter‐
prets those commands according to a Scratch‐
based grammar, and simulates synonymous ac‐
ons of a mouse/keyboard in Scratch.
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To overcome the challenges of mapping the WIMP
metaphor to a voice‐driven interface, we inves ‐
gated and developed con nuous naviga on and
drag and drop capabili es, Phase I, illustrated in

requests the Model to change its cur‐
rent state
The Command executor calls into the
Java Robot to perform the correspond‐
ing mouse/keyboard ac on.

Current and Future Work
Phase II: Expand the exis ng implementa on of
Myna to create a 100% voice‐controlled applica‐
on (scroll‐bar naviga on, complete grammar,
grammar customiza on).
An important design considera on was the re‐
quirement that Myna exist outside of the Scratch
implementa on (i.e., Myna does not require any
source code modifica on to the Squeak imple‐
menta on of Scratch). This requirement posed
several challenges (e.g., adding transparent
frames as visual overlays to Scratch).

In this sec on, we demonstrate the flow of all
parts of the architecture by considering a typical
workflow of Myna. The following voice commands
are mapped to the flow illustrated on Figure 3.

Previous Work
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the following image.

Myna Workflow

The result is an environment that assists those
with disabili es (in par cular, children) in experi‐
encing the joy of programming.
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User says a voice command.
The input command is iden fied by the
speech recognizer and checked against
the grammar file.
If the command is present in the gram‐
mar file, an appropriate ac on is invoked
in the Command Executor.
The Command Executor obtains the cur‐
rent mappings of the component.
If necessary, the Command Executor

Phase III: Evaluate Myna with a small group of
peers to ensure the applica on is usable in order
to minimize frustra on from our target audi‐
ence, UCP of Birmingham. Then, we will perform
a formal user‐study with UCP of Birmingham.
Phase IV: Using model driven engineering, we
will create a model to simplify the process of
incorpora ng voice controls into applica ons
built with the WIMP metaphor as the core such
as Lego Mindstorms Labview, App Inventor, and
Alice. The below diagram is the strategy for how
we will approach the generaliza on of our previ‐

